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The Web Platform

- Pages
- Dynamic Interactive
- Web Applications
- Ubiquitous Instant updates
- Programs
The Web in 1996

- A security policy is born
- One page, one principal
The Web in 2009

- Many tabs
- Many sources of content
- Concurrent sessions
Meet the Web Attacker

A server with an introduction
Non-Assumption

"The user is confused"
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The Web Attacker wants:

- Your pixels
- Your keystrokes
- Your messages
- Your session
- Your browsing history
- Your IP address
A blacklist approach?
Servers are cheap

- Domain and hosting: $10
- Domain-validated HTTPS: $0
- Targeted introductions $1 per 2000
Value of an introduction
Leveraging the Introduction

- Your pixels
- Your keystrokes
- Your messages
- Your session
- Your browsing history
- Your IP address
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Web Attacker vs. Keystrokes

Adoption:
Web Attacker vs. Messages

- Could hijack frames and read their secret messages
- Proposed a revised protocol
- Adoption:
Web Attacker vs. Sessions
Understanding Referer Privacy
Stronger Threat Models

- Network attacker
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- Malware containment
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The Web in 2019

- Cheaper introductions
- Less confusing authentication
- Different problems, same Web Attacker